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                Abstract  
This work presents the developed set of improved data transmission algorithms with adaptive 

signal power for protection against radio-electronic warfare and reducing the radio visibility of 

a UAV swarm, the purpose of which is to minimize the power levels of swarm members 

(UAVs) transmitters, and to optimize data transmission routes within the swarm Relevance of 

this research is high because of heavy losses, that UAVs facing during the surveillance and 

strike missions during a full-scale military combat.  

The requirements to UnACs to ensure the possibility of the developed family of data 

transmission algorithms usage for protection against radio-electronic warfare and reducing the 

radio visibility of a UAV swarm are formulated. The data transmission with reduced signal 

power problem for protection against radio-electronic warfare and reducing the radio visibility 

of a UAV swarm was formulated as an optimization problem. The improved UAV swarm 

network initialization algorithm for data transmission and radio visibility reduction is 

developed. The improved algorithms that will support further operation of an UAV swarm for 

data transmission and radio visibility reduction during a mission are developed and practically 

tested. There were analyzed advantages and disadvantages of the improved algorithms 

compared to its previous version. 
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1. Introduction 

During the execution of combat missions using unmanned aerial complexes (UnAC, usually 

containing one or a few UAVs, a ground control complex for an operator and any necessary additional 

means) on the combat line (and behind it), a whole set of measures aimed at preserving both the 
personnel and the UnAC components [1, 2, 3] must be carried out. They mostly depend on the UnAC 

type [4, 5, 6]. A full consideration of all these measures (including, for example, different locations of 

an operator and a transceiver antenna, position masking, etc.) is beyond the scope of this paper, but 

partially were analyzed in authors’ previous  works [7, 8, 9]. 
This work describes a certain number of measures developed to reduce the probability of losing a 

UAV swarm (whole or partially) during a combat mission. These measures should include 

cryptographic protection of information circulating between a UAV and its operator, ensuring privacy 
protection [8, 9] – but are not limited to cryptography [10]. Cryptographic protection aimed against the 

detection of an operator's position, the interception of the control over the UAV (access control means), 

against the sending of false data to an operator (spoofing), etc. [1, 9]. 

Relevance of this research is very high because of heavy losses, that UAVs facing during the 
surveillance and strike missions during a full-scale military combat. They are caused by the enemy’s 

electronic reconnaissance means, followed by various strikes (means of electronic warfare, means of 
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physical damage, etc.). According to some sources these losses sometimes may be up to 60-80 percents 
per mission. Additionally similar tasks are currently under attention from scientists all over the world 

[11, 12, 13, 14]. The main proposed ways for solving this problem are: 

 mixed-strategy Stackelberg Equilibrium, which is using finite and discretized power set in addition 

to the hierarchical Q-learning based power control algorithm [11] 

 scalable specific emitter identification neural network with SNR-aware adaptive precision 

computation [12] 

 successive convex approximation, based on Dinkelbach method and coordinates decent 
techniques, plus usage of the iterative power control algorithm [13] 

 algorithm, making each UAV rotate relatively to the position of its neighbouring UAVs, in order 

to optimize its antenna radiation direction [14] (applicable only for stable relay positions). 

The main reason, that limits application of the mentioned solutions (and other existing options as 
well) is great computational load on UAV’s system (or even computations, made beforehand on the 

operator’s side), requiring high-productivity hardware or lots of time to compute (or just a lot of 

resources) and therefore – greatly limiting application area of these solutions. 
This work presents the developed set of improved data transmission algorithms with adaptive signal 

power for protection against radio-electronic warfare and reducing the radio visibility of a UAV swarm, 

the purpose of which is to minimize the power levels of swarm members (UAVs) transmitters, and to 

optimize data transmission routes within the swarm. Simulations provided on the basis of the V.M. 
Glushkov Institute of Cybernetics of the NAS of Ukraine hardware show that the suggested family of 

algorithms outperforms the results of the previously proposed works. 

2. The main issues considered in this work 

The main issues considered in this work are: 
1. Formulation of requirements to UnACs to ensure the possibility of the developed family of data 

transmission algorithms usage for protection against radio-electronic warfare and reducing the radio 

visibility of a UAV swarm. 
2. Formulation of the data transmission with reduced signal power problem for protection against 

radio-electronic warfare and reducing the radio visibility of a UAV swarm. 

3. Development of the improved UAV swarm network initialization algorithm for data transmission 
and radio visibility reduction. 

4. Development of the improved algorithms that will support further operation of an UAV swarm 

for data transmission and radio visibility reduction during a mission. 

5. Analysis of advantages and disadvantages of the improved algorithms compared to its previous 
version. 

3. Formulation of requirements to UnACs to ensure the possibility of the 
developed family of data transmission algorithms usage 

During the work on the reducing the UAV swarm radio visibility, there were formulated the main 

requirements for the UAV swarm, which must be fulfilled to ensure the corresponding algorithms 
performance. Let’s consider these requirements: 

Requirements for wireless signal transmitters and receivers: 

Since UAVs already have receivers and transmitters installed to establish communication with the 

operator (both to transmit control signals to the UAV and to transmit back service information (GPS 
coordinates, telemetry, battery charge, etc.) and photo/video signal), then by default they meet most of 

the requirements for ensuring the operation of the proposed family of algorithms. The communication 

system must have the ability to send high-frequency data packets (with a certain fixed interval) and at 
the same time receive data over the radio channel (operate in duplex mode). 

The main requirement that must be met (and is met on most modern UAVs): 

 Ability to programmatically control the signal power level transmitted from the UAV. 
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Without fulfilling this requirement, it is impossible to ensure the operation of the proposed 
algorithms. To ensure communication, it is recommended to use the frequency range of 2100 - 2400 

MHz, OFDM modulation. It is desirable to use wide-band noise-like signals with support of the 

possibility to switch the frequency in case of aiming interference (signal jamming). 

It is recommended to use the 860-930 MHz frequency range for telemetry transmission (additional 
channel). An additional requirement (optional) is the possibility of directional signal transmission 

(instead of the usual omnidirectional). It will make it possible to communicate with other elements of 

the swarm with a directional signal, which will allow to reduce the radio visibility of the swarm as a 
whole (and its individual elements), as well as to make it more difficult to jam the signals transmitted 

between the nodes of the swarm by electronic warfare means. 

Of course, UAV should provide enough lifting power, which is different depending on the UAV 
type [5]. For wing-type UAVs this lift is given by the equation 

𝐿 =  0.5𝜌𝑉2𝑆𝐶𝐿, (1) 

where CL is a coefficient that determines the ability of the wing of area S to deflect the airstream, ρ is 

the reciprocal of the air density kg/m2, and the square of the reciprocal of the airspeed V m/s. From this 

equation we may get the absolute minimum flight speed for the wing-type UAVs (allowing margin in 
speed or in lift coefficient), which will be equal to 

 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛  =  (
2𝐿

𝜌𝑆
𝐶𝐿𝑜.)

0.5

, 
(2) 

where CLo (operating CL) has been chosen to have a value of about 0.2 less than the CL.max. 

Usually, the standard wing section offers a CL.max of about 1.2 for real-life UAVs (wing-typed) 
without flaps. Therefore, a value of 1.0 has been used as a basis value. 

Equation (2) can be rewritten as: 

𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛  =  (2𝑤/𝜌𝐶𝐿𝑜)0.5 𝑜𝑟 [(
2

𝜌0
)

0.5

(
𝑤

𝜎
)

0.5

] , 
(3) 

where w is the aircraft wing loading in N/m2, ρ0 is the air density at sea-level standard conditions and 

σ is the relative air density at altitude. 

For the  rotary-wing UAVs different formulas should be used to found out their lifting power and 

corresponding lift-induced drag. The UAV’s velocity induced by its rotor in the hover is given by: 

𝑣𝑖  =  𝑘𝑛(𝑝/2𝜌)0.5, (4) 

where kn is a correction element for the efficiency of the UAVs lift distribution and the strength of the 

tip vortices generated by the rotor blades. Usually, they vary between 1.05 and 1.2, so we will use 1.1 

value.  
The induced power for this UAVs type is then given by Pi = kn·Tvi, where T is the thrust produced 

by the UAVs rotor [5]. 

Also, in the process of laboratory experiments, the requirements for the hardware that will 

implement the formation of data packets according to the proposed algorithms were formulated: 

 Program memory (hard disk, flash memory, etc.): 256 kB or higher. 

 RAM/SRAM: 8 kB or higher. 

 EEPROM non-volatile memory: 4 kB or higher. 

 Clock frequency of the processor: 16 MHz or higher. 

 Number of processor cores: from 1. 

Other factors also should be considered, especially UAVs aerodynamics NR is given by the 

expression 

𝑁𝑅  =
𝑣𝑙

𝜈
, 

(5) 

where v is the flow (air) speed; l is the characteristic length (e.g. wing chord) and υ is the kinematic 

viscosity of the fluid and has a value of 1.47 × 10−5 m2/s for air under standard conditions.  

To ensure interaction of various types of UAVs as swarm elements, the following requirements must 
be met: 
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 Ability to work in the same frequency ranges. 

 Ability to use the same signal bandwidth. 

 Ability to use the same encoding. 

 Compliance with the requirements described above for wireless signal transmitters and 

receivers and hardware that will implement the formation of data packets according to the 
proposed algorithms. 

If these requirements are met, it will be possible to use various types of UAVs as elements of a same 

heterogeneous swarm. 

4. Formulation of the data transmission with reduced signal power problem 
for reducing the radio visibility of a UAVs’ swarm 

Optimizing UAV routes during the mission is the other way of reducing the probability of their loss 
– the less time the UAV spends in a dangerous area, the better chances it has to avoid air defense and 

EW means – and the more likely the mission will be completed successfully and/or the UAV will return 

to the controlled area intact [15]. In addition, due to the limited resource of UAV movement (maximum 
flight range), the mission simply cannot be completed in certain conditions without optimizing routes. 

Also, it is possible to use a steganographic approach to the data transmission from/to UAVs – which 

means hiding the very fact of transmitting some data [16, 17]. For this, in particular, noise-like 

broadband signals can be used, but not only them. The UAVs contrast, size and shape must be 
considered. For example, contrast C is defined as the ratio of the difference in luminance between an 

object and its background to the luminance of its background: 

𝐶 =  (𝐵 −  𝐵1) /𝐵1  =  𝛥𝐵/𝐵1, (6) 

where B is the luminance of the object and B1 is the luminance of the background in units of cd/m2 [5]. 
Among the known factors that can affect the wireless network radio visibility reduction, we should 

highlight the Doppler frequency shift, the height of obstacles to signal propagation (vegetation, 

buildings, mountains etc.), and the curvature of the earth's surface [18]. But their practical application 
is significantly limited, because usually the operator cannot choose the terrain on which the mission is 

to be performed. 

One of the ways to increase the UAV movement resource is to save battery charge. This can be 

achieved, in particular, by reducing the power of transmitted signals (for example, using other UAVs 
as relay nodes). But at the same time, high-reliability communication should be ensured. This is 

especially relevant in the case of UAV groups decentralized swarm application, because this mode 

requires regular interaction between swarm elements [19, 20]. 
The most common methods of UAV formation management are: "leader–follower", virtual leaders, 

path following vector fields, fully decentralized approaches based on consensus, approaches based on 

fuzzy logic [21, 22]. 
But most known methods of radio transmitter power control are neither automated nor adaptive [23, 

24]. Often, they involve manual adjustments to the mutual location of receivers and transmitters and, 

accordingly, are not applicable to UAV swarms, where the situation and relative location of network 

nodes can change rapidly and unpredictably. 
Thus, it is recommended to develop and use original algorithms for reducing special networks radio 

visibility, which will consider the above-mentioned specifics. 

Formulation of the problem. This section describes the development of such algorithms which, 
while minimizing the total power level of UAV swarm elements transmitters, would ensure a reliable 

level of communication between any of the swarm elements. 

The first option considered is the use of a mesh network, which would provide direct communication 

of any swarm element with all other swarm elements at the minimum power required for this, with or 
without remote control of power from the control center. This option is considered inapplicable for 

military applications because we will have centralized control of the network. Also, direct connection 

to all other network nodes is not a necessary requirement for our task. 
Encryption must be always used to ensure data security of the dataset X during transmission and to 

maximize their entropy (measure for randomness)  
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𝐻(𝑋): =  − ∑ 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥)𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥)

𝑥

, 
(7) 

where P(X = x) is the probability that the variable X takes on the value x. The bigger entropy is, the 

harder it is for cryptanalytics to break the cryptographic key and to decipher the data [10]. 
No data (including service packets) shall be transmitted over the air in an open, unencrypted form. 

In addition, the power of signal transmission for each element of the swarm must change 

dynamically when their mutual location changes, adapting to their movement. So, the swarm elements 

must independently determine the distance to each other (or the signal quality level). And line-of-sight 
should be uninterrupted: 

𝐿𝑂𝑆 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = √(2 × (𝐸𝐸𝑅) × 𝐻1) + 𝐻1
2 + √2 × (𝐸𝐸𝑅) × 𝐻2) + 𝐻2

2 
(8) 

where H1 and H2 represent the heights of the sender and receiver radio antennas respectively. 

Thus, the task is characterized by the following parameters: 

Incoming data: 

 number of UAVs – swarm elements 

 minimum possible signal power 

Parameters: 

 maximum permissible signal power 

Output data: 

 routing table of each node with signal strength for each direction 

Criterion: 

 minimization of the total power of all network nodes while ensuring reliable communication 
The result of consideration of the above problem formulation was the approach "Your connection is 

your business", according to which each UAV builds its own routing table and manages its own power, 

being responsible for establishing a connection with at least some other network node. The operation 
of the algorithms developed to implement this approach as an improvement of the algorithms presented 

in [8, 9, 15, 25] is described below. 

5. Development of the improved UAV swarm network initialization algorithm 
for data transmission and radio visibility reduction 

Let's consider the developed data transmission algorithms for protection against radio-electronic 

warfare and reducing the radio visibility of a UAVs swarm. 
Algorithm I. Initialization stage. At this stage, the initial construction of the routing table and the 

setting of the optimal power of the transmitters for each of the UAVs Ui, i=1…N take place. Procedure: 

Phase 1 of initialization. Incomplete routing table. 
1. Before starting the task, each UAV Ui among group U that will perform the assigned task and 

participate in the mission receives a list of these UAVs. So, at the beginning of the mission, each UAV 

i knows how many UAVs N will participate in the mission, and what their identifiers are. 

2. The minimum possible transmitter power of each UAV i is set. 
3. Each UAV i sends a broadcast service request RAi, to which all UAVs in its group, that received 

this request, must respond. As a result: 

4. If no UAV from its group N responded to the RAi request, the power is increased, and the step 3 
is repeated once more. 

5. If at least one UAV responded to the request, its identifier is noted in the routing table as directly 

reachable, and the signal strength required to communicate with it is – also saved. 
This completes initialization phase 1. The example at the Figure 1 shows an example of table 

construction during phase 1.  

UAV 1 at the first set minimum power value and was unable to establish contact with any of the 

other swarm elements. According to step 4, it increased the power level and successfully established 
communication with UAVs 5 and 7. 
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Figure 1: Phase 1 of initialization 

Phase 2 of initialization. Routing tables exchange. 

6. If during phase 1 of initialization, UAV i has received responses from all other UAVs of group 
U, and has fully filled routing table, then phases 2 and 3 of initialization are skipped. 

7. Each UAV i that does not have a fully populated routing table sends an RBi request to all UAVs 

marked in its routing table as directly reachable This is a request to obtain their routing tables. 
8. Each UAV j that received this RBi request sends back its routing table TMj. All, excluding only 

the line for the UAV i itself. 

9. After receiving the response from UAV j, UAV i compares its available UAVs for 
communication with its routing table. If UAV k is absent in its table, but present in the received table, 

then UAV i maintains that UAV k is not directly reachable, and communication with UAV k must be 

established through UAV j. Also stored is the power level used by UAV j to communicate with UAV 

k and whether it is directly or indirectly reachable. Otherwise, this route is saved as an alternative. 
10. If multiple UAVs have replied to UAV i that they can communicate with UAV k, then UAV i 

stores all their IDs and power values in its routing table. 

11. Also, through the relay UAVs UAV i receives the routing tables of those UAVs that are indirectly 
reachable – and, if necessary, repeats step 8 for them. 

Figure 2 illustrates the second phase of initialization. During the first phase, UAV 1 established 

communication with UAVs 5 and 7. In the second phase, it exchanges routing tables with them. As a 
result, it can communicate via relays with UAVs 2, 4, and 6. An example of a routing table after step 2 

is shown in Table 1.  

As you can see, for some UAVs, we now have more than one route option leading to it. 

Phase 3 of initialization. Complete routing table. 
1. If UAV i has built a fully populated routing table during initialization phase 2, then initialization 

phase 3 is skipped. 

2. If, during phase 2 of initialization, UAV i received responses from all directly reachable UAVs 
of group U, but some UAVs remained unreachable (both directly and through relay), this means that a 

subgroup of UAVs Ft, t=1... M was formed (M ≤ N-1). That is, the members of this subgroup have 

established communication with each other, but at their current power levels cannot communicate with 

any other member of group U. Then UAV i starts successively increasing the power, step by step and 
sending address requests similar to those in step 3. The only difference is that they are not broadcast, 
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but intended only for UAVs that are not in his routing table. Other UAVs of this subgroup will do the 
same. 

3. If at some power value UAV i received a response from UAV f that is not in its routing table, it 

stores it in the table as directly reachable along with the current power value. 

4. Next, UAV i broadcasts to all other directly reachable UAVs in its routing table that have 
established contact with UAV f to add this information to their routing tables. 

5. UAV i then exchanges its routing tables with UAV f, adding to its table the nodes with which the 

other had direct or indirect communication. Just as on phase 2 of initialization. 
6. If, after each UAV of group U has reached the maximum power level and exchanged all received 

results with other UAVs of group U, but still has empty lines in the table (i.e., no direct or indirect UAV 

of the group has been able to communicate with it/them) then this/these UAV is/are considered lost and 
communication attempts with it/them are stopped. 

Figure 3 illustrates the situation after the completion of the initialization phase three. 

Table 1 
An example of a routing table after phase 2 completion 

№ Directly reachable (1 - yes, 
0 - no) 

Transmission address (for unreachable, otherwise – 0) 
/ power (from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 10) 

2 0 7/3, 4/2 
3   
4 0 7/3, 2/2 
5 1 0/2, 7/2 
6 0 5/2 
7 1 0/2, 5/2 
8   

 

Figure 2: Phase 2 of initialization 

Increasing the power step by step, UAV 1 managed to establish communication with UAV 3 (which 

made a corresponding entry in the routing table presented in Table 2). However, node 8 failed to 
establish contact with any node due to damage to the transmitter during take-off – therefore it is marked 

as unreachable. 
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Figure 3: Phase 3 of initialization 

Table 2 
An example of a routing table after phase 3 completion 

№ Directly reachable (1 - 
yes, 0 - no) 

Transmission address (for unreachable, otherwise – 0) 
/ power (from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 10) 

2 0 7/3, 4/2 
3 1 0/9, 2/10, 7/10, 5/10 
4 0 7/3, 2/2 
5 1 0/2, 7/2 
6 0 5/2 
7 1 0/2, 5/2 
8 - - 

This completes the initialization stage. Each UAV i has now ready routing table that includes all 

direct-range UAVs and all options for establishing communication with non-direct-range UAVs (with 
preserved power level). At the next stage, the optimal route should be selected from the entire set of 

available routes. Thus, we may solve this problem as the combinatorial optimization problem, which is 

the main direction of further research for now. After the optimization UAV i has a constructed table 
with optimized routes to all reachable members of group U. 

6. Development of the improved algorithms that will support further 
operation of an UAV swarm for data transmission and radio visibility 
reduction during a mission 

Changes in the UAVs relative position are possible while moving along the route while performing 

the assigned task. The "Pulse" algorithm is used to track them. 

"Pulse" algorithm. According to the Pulse algorithm, each UAV pings directly reachable UAVs in 

its group on a regular basis (during the experiments conducted, once per second value was used). The 
main principle is that the distance between UAVs does not change dramatically quickly. The algorithm 

can work in two modes – Reliability and Safety. In Reliability mode, the emphasis is on maximum 

communication support. If, when communication is lost with a swarm member, increasing the power 
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by 1 step does not lead to the restoration of communication, the UAV is considered lost. On the other 
hand, in Safety mode – power increase step is not performed at all, it is assumed that the UAV with 

which contact is lost will itself try to establish contact with at least some member of the UAV swarm. 

Algorithm: 

1. UAV i sending request to all directly reachable UAVs from its routing table at a power level 1 
step lower than stored in the routing table. If a response is received from any of these UAVs k, UAV i 

stores the updated, lower power level in its routing table for UAV k. 

2. UAV i sends a request to all UAVs except direct-range UAVs at a power level 1 step lower than 
the maximum among those it is currently using for direct communication. If some UAV k was 

previously marked as not directly reachable, but responded to the request - now it is marked as directly 

reachable, and the previous communication route with it is saved as an alternative. 
3. UAV i sends a request to all directly reachable UAVs in its routing table that did not respond in 

step 1 at the power stored in the routing table. If one of these UAVs j did not respond, the 

communication route with it must be rebuilt according to step 4 and forward. Otherwise, next steps are 

skipped. 
4. If the routing table of UAV i has alternative route options to communicate with UAV j, then 

UAV i sends them a service packet to attempt to establish communication with UAV j. After that, the 

transmission routes can be optimized considering the updated data. Data about the updated route is 
transmitted to other UAVs in communication with UAV i. 

If none of the saved routes allows to establish communication with UAV j, then the further step 

depends on the selected algorithm mode. 
5. In the Security mode, no further attempts to communicate with the UAV j are made. According 

to the principle "Your connection is your business", it is considered that UAV j itself should take care 

of establishing a direct connection with at least one other node of the UAV swarm. If he does this, UAV 

i will receive a notification about the updated route. If not, UAV j will be considered lost. 
6. In Reliability mode, UAV i increases the transmission power level to communicate with UAV j 

by one step and tries to establish communication again. It is believed that since the “Pulse” algorithm 

works regularly, UAV j could not move away fast enough to lose contact even at the power increased 
by one step. If, even in this case, no response is received from UAV j, further attempts are terminated 

according to the approach described in point 5. 

7. UAV i sends a request to all UAVs except direct range UAVs at the maximum power level among 

those it is currently using to establish direct communication with j. If some UAV k was previously 
marked as not directly reachable but responded to the request – now it is marked as directly reachable, 

and the previous communication route with it is saved as an alternative. 

External adjustment. The external adjustment algorithm is applied if a request is received from a 
UAV currently marked as unreachable or directly unreachable in the routing table. 

1. If the UAV swarm element i receives a request from UAV k, which is marked as not directly 

reachable or unreachable in the routing table of UAV i, corresponding changes are made to the routing 
table of UAV i – UAV k is now marked as directly reachable. 

2. UAV i sends updated information to all UAVs in direct range (except UAV k) so that they can 

adjust their own routing tables to account the position changes. 

This is applied when any of the network nodes have joined the network (or come within direct link 
distance) to account for this change. 

7. Analysis of advantages and disadvantages of the improved algorithms 
compared to its previous version 

Algorithms testing for checking their pros and cons was provided in laboratory conditions on the 

basis of two pairs of Ettus B200 and HackRF One software-controlled programmable radio stations, 
shown on Figure 4. They are applicable because of their support of the signal power control. 

Applied tests has shown that algorithms are practically applicable. Further testing, using bigger 

amount of programmable radio stations (preferably on the basis of real UAVs), is another direction of 

further research, but this requires purchasing additional hardware. 
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Figure 4: Laboratory stand on the basis of Ettus B200 and HackRF One radio stations 

Comparing improved algorithms to their previous versions: main advantage of the improved 

algorithms compared to the previous version is presence of the phase 2 – routing tables exchange. It 
saves time during initialization, as reduces the number of requests to build routing tables. Additionally, 

in many situations it gives alternative routes, which allows to optimize data transmission routes between 

UAV swarm elements. A number of other changes have also been made that increase the performance 

and/or reliability of the algorithm, or reduce the radio visibility of the UAVs swarm, in particular, the 
Reliability and Safety modes have been added. 

Let's consider the results of the analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of the developed 

improved algorithms for reducing the UAV swarm radio visibility. Let's start with the advantages: 

 Due to power management and minimization of its overall level, the probability of detection of 
the UAV swarm by the enemy during the mission is reduced – and therefore, the probability of the 

destruction for every UAV is reduced. Thanks to this, the probability of successful mission completion 

increases. 

 By minimizing the power of the UAV transmitters, the battery charge is saved – and the flight 

range of the UAV in swarm increases accordingly. 

 The algorithms are resistant to changes in the mutual position and composition of UAVs within 

the swarm during the execution of the assigned task. 

Disadvantages of the developed improved algorithms for reducing the radio visibility of the UAVs 

swarm: 

 It is necessary to form a UAV swarm in advance to perform the assigned task and upload their 
identifiers to each UAV 

 A rather complex scheme of routing tables distribution and update 

 Additional exchanges of service data packets for power management slightly (although 

experiments shown, that not very significantly) reduce the bandwidth of data transmission channels 

None of the identified shortcomings leads to a decrease in the value of the obtained results. 

8. Conclusions 

The result of the work carried out in this publication is an improved family of algorithms for reducing 

the UAVs transmitters power during data transmission between nodes of a UAV swarm for military 

applications (although civil application for saving swarm batteries is also possible). Its use will ensure 

the necessary communication quality, minimizing radio visibility, and therefore, reduces the probability 
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of UAVs detection and destruction, while providing an opportunity to save the battery charge, thereby 

increasing the UAVs operational time. 

The main direction of further research is solving the combinatorial optimization problem of building 

optimal route for data transmission from the UAV i to any other UAV from its swarm, for which it has 

more than one route in its routing table. Additional directions for further research: 

 Further testing of the developed algorithms, using bigger amount of programmable radio stations 

(preferably on the basis of real UAVs), is another direction of further research, but this requires 

purchasing additional hardware. 

 Determining (with real UAVs) the optimal value of the routing table reconstruction period. 

 Determining the level of energy saving when applying the algorithm. 
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